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He told me the dumper is a Model 2HG The 'G' denotes gravity tip as opposed to hydraulic.. It's a manual tip variety and starts with a handle I thought it was a nice restoration project because it's quite unusual as it has rear wheel drive unlike most dumpers which have the driving wheels under the skip.. Types AVA1 and AVA2 SERIES II 79 pages Printed 1956 Still complete with pullout folded
AVA Running Maintenance Chart USED.. I had no idea who made the dumper when I got it Dumpers are often hard to identify so I put a free advert and picture in Classic Plant and Machinery magazine in the hope of finding out a bit more.. Home Books Manuals Charts Engines + Maintenance + Manuals Manuals and Hand Books Lister Petter « Back.. In 1915 Petter founded Westland
Aircraft Works (renamed “Westland Aircraft” in 1935).. I think we can safely assume that the dumper is a 1967 or 1968 machine That makes it just a few years older than me! Basic information about my dumper Johnson Model 2HG2 wheel drive1 ton capacity when fully loadedPetter PH1 single cylinder diesel engine number 35688PH1 Model 52.. My Johnson 2HG Dumper Restoration
Project I got my dumper on 31/01/06 for £100 It was mechanically sound but in need of a total restoration and repaint.. I am grateful to Alistair who got in touch and who was an apprentice for Johnson's in the 70's.

6 75 hp at 1650 rpm 3 speed gearbox with reverseRod operated drum brakes on the rear axle onlyProbable year of manufacture 1967 or 1968Original colour - OrangeEarly models had a toothed rubber drive belt, others (including mine) have a chainSome 2HG dumpers have the Petter AVA1 engine, some the Petter PH1 Detailed technical information and sales literature (all in PDF
format)Workshop manual and parts list (45 pages) - click hereOriginal Sales Brochure - click herePetter PH1 Engine Datasheet - click herePetter PH1 Operators Handbook - click herePetter PH1 Workshop Manual - click herePetter PH1 Parts List and Exploded Diagrams - click here.. Once completed, the dumper can tow my Fleming Micron digger around, move spoil and be used for bringing
back firewood.. Petter Diesel Engine AVA Operators Handbook Petters Limited (known as JB Petter & Sons of Yeovil until 1910), were a maker of stationary petrol and diesel engines from 1896 onwards.. In 1986 Petters Limited merged with one-time rival R A Lister and Company to form Lister Petter.. It was made by Johnson Machinery Ltd who were based in Adswood, Stockport,
Cheshire.. Martin very kindly telephoned and posted me a photocopy of the workshop manual Jim Perkins (of Petter fame) also responded to the advert and was able to tell me from the engine number that the engine was built in November 1967.
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